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 Self Collect: Reader FAQs 

What is Self Collect and how does it differ from ordering to a staffed point? 
Self Collect points let readers collect the material they order from closed access directly from the 
shelves, without having to wait for a member of staff to pass the items to you. Staff should be 
around in the area to help you if necessary, but these delivery points are not staffed in the same  
way as staff mediated delivery locations. 
 

Requesting: 
What can I request to Self Collect points? 
You can order “regular” books, large items, and periodicals to Self Collect points. Items from Special 
Collections, multimedia or microform items, very large items or anything restricted or fragile would 
have to be requested to a staff mediated delivery location. 
 
How do I order to the Self Collect point in Lower Reading Room? 
On SOLO, select the option “Lower RR Self-Collect”. If this option is not offered, the item you want 
to order is unfortunately not requestable to a Self Collect point. Please request such items to staff 
mediated desks. 
 
Are there limits on the number of items I can request to Self Collect points? 
Yes, as with the other Bodleian delivery locations, readers can order up to 10 items at a time to the 
Self Collect points. If you order more than this, staff will contact you about returning the extra items. 
 

Using requested material: 
Where is the Lower Reading Room Self Collect point? 
This is in the Reference Room, at the north end of the reading room, near the Main Enquiry Desk. 
 
How will I know my item is ready to collect? 
If you have a valid email address in your library account, you will receive an email letting you know 
the items you have requested have arrived. 
 
How do I find my items in the Self Collect area? 
Items will be stored on the Self Collect shelves using a new Self Collect ID. For confidentiality reasons, 
this will be created from the first three letters of your surname and the last four digits of your 
University/Library card barcode. 

e.g. Reader - surname:  Smith  barcode:  2198971 
Self Collect ID:  Smi8971 

 
What if my surname is shorter than three letters or has unusual characters/spaces? 
If your name has less than three letters, it will display in full as part of your Self Collect ID. If you 
have spaces or non-standard characters, these will not be counted as one of the three letters. E.g.: 
Reader, surname Xu, barcode 2196541. Self Collect ID = Xu6541 
Reader, surname O’Brien, barcode 2345121. Self Collect ID = Obr5121 
Reader, surname De Ville, barcode 2531242. Self Collect ID = Dev1242 
 
What if I change my library card and the barcode changes? 
Your Self Collect ID will use the first three letters of your surname and the last four digits of your 
current barcode. If your barcode changes, your Self Collect ID will also change. 
 
Should I be worried about privacy or security of material? 
We have anonymised the use of the Self Collect service with the use of the Self Collect ID as much as 
possible. Anyone concerned about this, or who doesn’t want material they have requested to be on 
accessible shelves, can still use the staff mediated service point in Upper Reading Room.  
 
Can I borrow items from Self Collect? 
No, the material requested to Self Collect points will be available for use in the library only. 
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Where can I use items requested to Self Collect points? 
You can use items ordered to Self Collect points in any of the Old Bodleian or Radcliffe Camera 
reading rooms and in the Gladstone Link. Please discuss with staff before trying to take items to the 
Upper Camera. Any items taken into Duke Humfrey’s Library will not be able to be brought out again 
so it is recommended that you order any items from storage to be used in that room to the Duke 
Humfrey’s Library delivery point. 
 
Where do I leave an item I want to see again? 
Any items you want to see again should be returned to the Self Collect point you picked them up 
from. You should put things back on the shelves in the correct place in the alphabetical sequence. 
Please note, this may not be the exact shelf you collected them from as subsequent deliveries of 
material may mean sections expand or contract due to demand. 
 
How long will the item be available for? 
Items that are reshelved at the Self Collect points will remain available until the current “in house 
loan” period ends. The initial “in house loan” period is for 7 days, and readers can renew requests to 
extend this period. Readers can check the end date of their “in house loan” period by signing on to 
SOLO and accessing the My Account area. 
 
How can I renew Self Collect material? 
Readers can renew Self Collect material in the normal way, by signing on to SOLO and accessing the 
My Account area.  You will be prevented from renewing only if someone else is waiting to use that 
item. 
 
What happens when my “in house loan” period ends? 
Each morning, Monday to Friday, items that are due to be returned to closed storage that day will be 
removed from the Self Collect shelves by staff. These items will then be returned to storage. 
 
Where do I leave an item I have completely finished with and want to return to storage? 
There is a labelled trolley in the Self Collect area for returns. Material left there will be returned to 
storage by staff. Alternatively, you can hand material for return in at the desks in the Upper Reading 
Room and Lower Camera and staff can return items to storage from there. 
 
What if I can’t find a book I’ve requested? 
If you have had an email saying the item has arrived, please ask staff for assistance. (You may also 
want to double check in the My Account area on SOLO that the item says it is available at the 
relevant Self Collect point and hasn’t already been returned at the end of the “in house loan” period.) 
 

General Questions: 

Can I reserve other items at the Self Collect point? 
Unfortunately not. Items ordered to staffed service points should be returned to these points. Items 
from the open shelves cannot be reserved. Staff will monitor the Self Collect shelves and clear any 
material that should not be there. They may contact you if they feel you are misusing the Self Collect 
service. 
 
What if the item I need to use cannot be requested to a Self Collect point? 
If you can request the item to the staff mediated desk in Upper Reading Room (URR), that item can 
be used in the Lower Reading Room as well. Anything dating from 1851 or later can also be used in 
the Gladstone Link or Radcliffe Camera. Remember to return the item to the staff desk in URR at the 
end of the day. 
 
If you can only request the item to a Special Collections Reading Room like Duke Humfrey’s Library, 
the item will have to be used in that room. 
 
Can I use items someone else has ordered to a Self Collect point? Yes, but please ask staff about 
this first rather than just helping yourself. That way the reader who has ordered the item won’t be 
disadvantaged. 


